
EFM 2014 Line-Up 
ANINA  

Director:  Alfredo Soderguit 

Genre:  Animation/Family/2013/ Uruguay/80 min 

Cast:  Federica Lacaño, María Mendive, César Troncoso 

Logline:  A fantastical journey into the world of a ten-year-old girl who, 

following a playground skirmish, is given the weirdest punishment in 

the history of weird punishments.  
Awards:  Oscar submission, BFI London, San Sebastion,  

CHIMÈRES  

Director:  Olivier Beguin 

Genre:  Vampire/Thriller 

Cast:  Jasna Kohoutova, Yannick Rosset, Catriona MacColl  

Logline:  Hospitalized after being hit by a car while on holiday in Roma-

nia with his girlfriend Livia, Alexander must undergo a blood transfu-

sion.  On his return, he seems afflicted with a strange disease.  
 

SPEAK NO EVIL 
Director:  ROZ 

Genre:  Horror/2014/US/74m 

Cast:  Gabrielle Stone, Greg Bronson, Annalise Cavender 

 

Logline: Anna, a single mother fighting to protect her daughter from 

demonically possessed children and a town gone mad.  

KESSLER’S LAB 

Director:  Brenda Urquhart  
Genre:  SciFi/Thriller/2014/USA/105m 

Cast: Mia Tate, Matt Mercer, Anna Biani, Melinda Lee  

Synopsis: When a drug trial involving human clones proves fatal, a psy-

chologist risks everything in a desperate attempt to redeem himself and 

save the clones.  

FULL CIRCLE 
Director:  Olli Koivula & Solvan Naim 

Genre:  Action/Comedy/USA/81m 

Cast:  Sovan Naim, Rob Morgan, Kelvin Hale 

Logline: A young pizza delivery boy faces a life-changing crisis when 

his curiosity pulls him away from his delivery order into an adjacent 

apartment’s open door.   



THE WORD 
Director:  Gregory W. Friedle 

Genre:  Crime Drama/2013/USA/104 min 

Cast:  Kevin O’Donnell, James Naughton 

Synopsis: Tom Hawkins (O’Donnell) is a single father struggling to cope with the destruc-

tion of his once-perfect life in the wake of his son’s abduction and murder. When the FBI, 

led by agent Mike Sheehy (Naughton), informs him that the homicide appears to be part of a 

string of crimes carried out by an enigmatic sect, Hawkins inappropriately inserts himself 

into the investigation and embarks on a cunning path of revenge.   

BORDERING ON BAD BEHAVIOR 

Director:  Jac Mulder 

Genre:  Political Comedy/2014/S. Africa/ 105m 

Cast:  Tom Sizemore, Bernard Curry, Oz Zehavi 

 

Synopsis:  Three enemy soldiers — an Israeli, an American and an Australian 

Arab — being are accidentally locked in a Middle East military communica-

tion base where things go horribly wrong.  

DIRTYMONEY 
Director:  Adam Tysoe 

Genre:  Thriller/2013/UK/ 87 min 

Cast:  Anthony Welsh, Elsa Mollien, Max Wrottesley and Mem Ferda 

Synopsis:  A gritty, urban thriller, follows Leo who is seduced by the instant re-

wards of London’s high-class sex industry, drug deals and violent crime.  Blinded 

by the potential power, Leo is convinced he is in control, only to realize he has to 

start playing by a different set of rules.  

ROAD 47 
Director: Vicente Ferraz 

Genre:   War/Drama/2014/Brazil/Italy/109m 

Cast:  Sergio Rubini, Daniel de Oliveira, Ivo Canelas, Richard Sammel 
 

Synopsis:  The unusual meeting between three deserters from different nationalities 

(Brazil, Germany and Italy) during World War II. 
 

DURBAN POISON 
Director:  Andrew Worsdale 

Genre:  Crime Romance/2013/S. Africa/ 105 min 

Cast: Brandon Auret, Gys de Villiers, Danny Keogh & Cara Roberts 

Synopsis: Following a police investigation into four murders, this road movie charts 

the doomed romance of its two protagonists that went on an alcohol and drug-driven 

killing orgy in the 1980s for more than a fortnight, leaving a trail of bodies in their 

wake.  

.ROAD TO JUAREZ 
Director:  David Ponce de Leon 

Genre:  Action/Thriller/2012/USA & Mexico/ 92 min 

Cast:  William Forsythe, Walter Perez, Charley Koontz & Adal Ramones 

 

Synopsis:  An American ex-con with Mexican underworld ties ensnares a pair of 

young misfits into a dangerous heist in Mexico. 
 



EFM 2014   -    3-D Line-Up 

RESILIENT 3-D                  Principal Photography March 10, 2014 

Director:  Michael Taverna 

Genre:  Sci-Fi/Disaster/2013/ USA 

Cast:  Robert Beltran (Star Trek Voyager), Ayelet Zurer (Man of Steel),  

Virginia Madsen (Sideways) & Miguel Sandoval (Real Steel)  

Synopsis:  Dermot is a spaceship engineer working on a solar sail concept at 

a research campus on Mars while Earth is in her final days, ravaged by natu-

ral disasters and the arrival of Planet X in the Solar System.  Dermot, whose 

wife Claire has died in a tornado in California, returns to Earth to battle the 

elements, rescue his friends and family, and build a space sail ship in time to 

depart Earth and find a way to stay alive, forever resilient. 

PRINCESS AISHA 3-D                                      In Development 
Director:  TBD 

Genre:  Action/2015/USA 

Cast:  TBD 

Synopsis:  After the first Great Islamic nuclear war, hundreds of thousands of 

refugees have landed on European shores and are now kept in walled cities.  

Inside in those encampments, life is ruled by the Sword of Nedal who’s Prin-

cess, Aisha, realizes on the day of her 20th birthday her mother had been be-

trayed and killed by the leader of her Clan.   

Revenge is now her only desire. 

Available Territories:  Worldwide 

APARTMENT 1303 3-D                              Currently in Distribution 
Director:  Michael Taverna 

Genre:  Supernatural Thriller/2013/USA/ 84 min 

Cast:  Mischa Barton, Rebecca De Mornay, Julianne Michelle 

Synopsis: Having grown up under the controlling grip of her fame-hungry 

mother, Janet jumps at the opportunity to move into what looks to be a great 

high-rise apartment in downtown Detroit, until one night her boyfriend finds 

her in the middle of the street, having fallen from the balcony 13 stories above. 

 

Remaining Territories:  Central Europe, Poland, Greece, Israel, Taiwan,  

S. Korea, and S. Africa. 


